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66 Blocks
PREMIER offers three popular varieties
of 66 blocks for standard network
terminations as well as the accessories
needed to mount and connect them.
The blocks are made with high impact,
flame retardant material, making them
very durable and safe. The blocks can
terminate 18 to 26 gauge conductors.

66M1-50R block

66M1-50 block

66B1-6 block

The 66M1-50R block is best
suited as the interface between
the Service Provider and the
customer premises. This block
has a female 25 pair RJ21X
interface on one side that is
prewired to row D of the block.
Fanning strips with notches
every ten rows are used to
route and organize 25 pair
cables. It also includes an 89D
bracket that allows for easier
mounting and spacing. A hinged
orange cover helps protect the
connections and designate the
block as the demarcation point.

The 66M1-50 block is a
Category 5e rated block used
for terminating high speed
applications such as Voice over
IP (VoIP) and Gigabit Ethernet.
The block has a 50 row capacity
with four pins across. Fanning
strips with notches every ten
rows are used to route and
organize 25 pair cables.

The 66B1-6 block is ideal for
terminating 16MHz voice circuits
in a residence or small office.
The block consists of twelve
rows of six pins. The block will
terminate up to 6 pairs of wire.
» Item Number: 0000183588
»V
 endor Part Number: 66B1-6
» Made in the USA.

» Item Number: 0000156599
» Vendor Part Number: 66M1-50
» Made in the USA.

Accessories
» Item Number: 0000211132
» Vendor Part Number: 66M1-50R
» Made in the USA.

Item #

Vendor Part #

Description

7210967500

PT-89D

89D Bracket

7210247500

PT-89B

89B Bracket

7230687500

PT-20A

20A Distribution post

7790297500

PT-20B

20B Distribution post includes screw

7232047501

PT-SA1-50

Bridging clip Phosphor Bronze 50 per bag

7232617501

PT-SA1SS-100

Bridging clip Stainless Steel 100 per bag

3140117500

PT-XC-1-24-1000

XC Wire 1p24 blue/white 1000ft

0000014266

C5E100X-004GY24PM

Station wire C5e 4p24 gray 1000ft popbox

600 New Century Parkway
New Century, Kansas 66031-8000
1.800.755.1950

0000177613

11-003-77

Inside wire C5e riser 4p24 blue 1000ft popbox

7406787501

PT-3573

Punch down tool with 66 blade

2066917501

PT-P25P15G-L3

Connectorized Cable 15ft M/M gray Cat. 3

www.dependonpremier.com

2062947501

PT-C25P15G-L3

Connectorized Cable 15ft F/M gray Cat. 3
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